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Evidence of Satisfaction or Dissatisfaction in European NATO
Countries With the Lack of a Share in Ownership or Control of
Nuclear Weapons

At the request of Ambassador Merchant, we have compiled evidence to
show whether certain European NATO countries (Germany, Italy, Belgium,
The Netherlands, Greece, and Turkey) have been relatively_ sati..sfied or
dissatisfied with their lack of a share in the present UoSo-UoK. monopoly
of ownership and control of nuclear weapons in "the Atlantic alliance.
France, which is unequivocally committed to acquiring national control
of nuclear weapons, and ,Norway and Denmark, which have been flatly and
consistently opposed to obtaining any share of control, are not studied
in this paper, nor are the three small countries of Iceland, Luxembourg
and Portugal 0

ABSTRACT

A number of factors determine the attitudes of non-nuclear
European NATO countries toward the existing situation in the
alliance, in which the United States and the United Klngdom
have for the present a monopoly of ownership and control of
nuclear weapons. Among these factors is the acceptability to
these countries of their own laek of a share in nuclear ownership
or control. To the extent that their attitudes on this point
can be ascertained from positions taken and statements made by
their leaders, it appears that Belgium, The Netherlands, Italy,
and Greece are !!Q1 dissatisfi~ to have no share in existing
arrangements; Germany, while disavowing any wish to acquire a
national capability, is becoming dissatisfied with its lack of
some share in ownership or control arrangements; to our knowledge
Turkey has not taken an explicit position.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
European NATO countries have taken widely divergent positions toward

participation in the ownership and control of nuclear weapons in the
alliance, presently a UeS,,-UK monopoly" At one extreme are the British,
who have nationally owned and controlled weapons, and the French, who are
unequivocally detemined to get them; at the other are the Danes and
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